Accuracy of semiquantitative immunoenzymatic methods in quantitation of anti-topoisomerase I (Scl-70) antibodies.
Reports of a possible correlation between anti-Scl-70 antibody concentration and clinical manifestations in systemic sclerosis patients have recently appeared in the scientific literature. The goal of our study was to evaluate, by means of a multicenter study, the analytical reliability of immunoassay systems in the quantitative measurement of Scl-70 antibodies. Three blind samples (H, M, L) at different anti-Scl-70 antibody concentrations, and a low concentration antibody serum (LPC) used as a common calibrator, were sent three times in a 6-month time span to 39 Italian clinical laboratories. Each laboratory was asked to calculate dosages following the enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay (ELISA) method they used and report the optical density values of each sample (ODs), of the cutoff serum provided by the manufacturer of the kit used (ODco) and of LPC (ODLPC). The overall analytical imprecision (between methods and between laboratories) of the three different determinations of the values respectively expressed in ODs, ODs/ODco and ODs/ODLPCratio was 47.1, 52.8 and 34.0% for sample H, 56.2, 47.4% and 34% for sample M and 84.6, 86.0 and 86.6% for sample L. The average intra-method analytical imprecision was, respectively, 20.7, 29.8 and 18.6% for sample H, 24.6, 26.5 and 19.3% for sample M, and 30.6, 28.1 and 20.2% for sample L. The commercial ELISA methods currently used to determine the presence of anti-Scl-70 autoantibodies show considerable differences in the quantitative determination. The best results for reproducibility analyses have been obtained when the values were expressed as a ratio between the ODs of the sample and of the common calibrator (ODs/ODLPC). Forward-looking clinical studies that can clarify the usefulness of quantitative determination of anti-Scl-70 antibodies in the monitoring of diffuse scleroderma patients can be performed only when standard serum with a known antibody concentration and calibration curves for quantitative ELISA measurements are made available.